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ITZATNA Arts Greenhouse
Visual Art
ITZATNA are an emerging artist collective based in the West Midlands 
that create intercultural collaborations between artists and diaspora 
communities from Mexico, Latin America, and the UK. Formed by the
father-son artist duo Alfredo Hau (Visual Artist & Professional Chef) and 
Sebas Hau (Live Artist &Theatre-Maker), ITZATNA cultivate radical,
decolonial, and cross-disciplinary approaches to creating cutting-edge
projects that combine visual, culinaprojects that combine visual, culinary, and live arts to create unique,
unforgettable experiences for all ages.

Our recent projects in 2021-2022 have included: ‘Hanal Pixan: 
Food For All Souls’ (2021) an immersive dining experience inspired by
the Mexican Day of the Dead exploring life, death, and communal
grief  performed at Friction Arts’ The Edge in Birmingham. 
‘Recipes of Resistance’ (2022) a four-week community art workshop
exploring food, hungeexploring food, hunger, activism, and community resistance funded by
Birmingham 2022 Commonwealth Games at The Gap Arts Project in 
Birmingham. ‘October Fiesta’ traditional Mexican storytelling and 
games as part of a Day of the Dead festival at Twycross Zoo curated
by OPUS Arts Events. We have presented projects in the UK and the EU,
including Performance Platform London, OPEN Ealing Arts Centre,
Cofn Works (Birmingham) Coventry Artspace, performance s p a c e[ 
(London), Sarean Centro Cultural (Bilbao), and MeinBlau Galerie at (London), Sarean Centro Cultural (Bilbao), and MeinBlau Galerie at 
Month of Performance Art (Berlin), among others.

Shanell James Vintage Fusion
Visual Art: Textiles

shay_4@hotmail.co.uk

I am a creative practitioner, working with young people in a variety of 
capacities. Most recently, I have been delivering co-creation workshops 
allowing underrepresented young people to explore their creative
talents and gain meaningful experiences connecting with the arts. 

Delivering these sessions has inspired me to reconnect with my creative
passions, and explore working in different ways. I have a love for British
antique and vintage fuantique and vintage furniture, which I mostly source from charity stores 
and over the years I have been upcycling a variety of pieces. I also have 
a passion for sewing, and since my travels to Africa, I gained a love for 
traditional African fabric. 

Therefore I wanted to create something that combined vintage furniture 
with African fabric. The rst piece I completed was an antique armchair 
upholstered with African fabric, and for this exhibition I wanted to push 
the boundaries and explore fusing the African fabric with a vintage the boundaries and explore fusing the African fabric with a vintage 
bedside cabinet using the decoupage method, whilst ensuring to keep 
as many of the original features visible. This led me to the name 
Vintage Fusion.




















